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Understanding trauma and its Impact
Promoting Safety
Ensuring Cultural Competence

TRAUMAINFORMED CARE
PRINCIPLES

Supporting Control, Choice, and Autonomy
Sharing Power and Governance
Integrating Care
Healing Happens in Relationship
Recovery Occurs
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CULTURAL COMPETENCE
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CULTURAL COMPETENCE
What is cultural competence?
• “A set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies
that come together in a system, agency, or among
professionals and enables that system, agency, or
those professionals to work effectively in crosscultural situations.” (King, Sims, & Osher, 2000)
• ”The integration and transformation of knowledge,
information, and data about individuals and groups
of people into specific clinical standards, skills,
service approaches, techniques and marketing
programs that match the individual’s culture and
increase the quality and appropriateness of health
care and outcomes.” (Davis, 1997)
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CULTURAL COMPETENCE
Models of multicultural competencies
frequently emphasize three components:
• Self-awareness—refers to developing an understanding
of one’s own cultural background and the ways in which it
influences personal attitudes, values, and beliefs
• Knowledge—refers to learning about the worldviews of
individuals from diverse cultural backgrounds
• Skills—refers to utilizing culturally appropriate
interventions
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THOUGHT QUESTION
WHY ARE WE DISCUSSING THIS??
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ETHICS
Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct
(APA, 2017)
•
•
•
•
•

2.01 Boundaries of Competence
2.03 Maintaining Competence
3.01 Unfair Discrimination
3.04 Avoiding Harm
9.06 Interpreting Assessment Results

Specialty Guidelines for Forensic Psychology (APA, 2013)
• Guideline 2.07 Considering the Impact of Personal Beliefs and Experience
• Guideline 2.08 Appreciation of Individual and Group Differences
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WHAT IS CULTURE?
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CULTURE
Multiculturalism
• Includes socioeconomic class, sexual orientation, gender,
physical ability, age, and religious preference (see Sue &
Sue, 2003)
• Much of our clinical training reflects mainstream culture—
tends to reflect largely White, middle class ways of
thinking and being in the world (Kalmbach & Lyons, 2006)
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CRIMINAL LEGAL SYSTEM
The range of individuals who come into contact
with the criminal legal system is diverse
Minority groups are largely over-represented in
the U.S. criminal legal system
• Racial/ethnic minority
• Undocumented individuals and refugees
• English as a second language
• LGBTQQIA
• Low socioeconomic status
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INTERSECTIONALITY
• Concept was birthed from feminist and critical race theory
• Coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991) who proposed that theory, research and practice
consider both gender and race in women’s color’s struggles and experiences
• Argued that race, class, gender, sexual orientation are inseparable, non-additive,
nonhierarchical dimensions of oppression
• For example, transnational intersectionality wants to shift the focus from individual
differences onto structural roots of inequality (i.e., social, economic, and political forces)
that perpetuate interlocking systems of discrimination (Grabe & Else-Quest, 2012)
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BACK TO BASICS—DEFINITIONS
Race

• Used to mark off groups within and between society (i.e., a social construct)
• Usually ascribed by others and cannot be readily changed or discarded unless larger social
criteria change
• Also, social category employed in racist and discriminatory practices

Ethnicity

• “The collective identity of a group based on common heritage, which may include language,
religion, geographic origin, and specific cultural practices”

Socioeconomic Status/Social Class

• “Reflects the fact that most societies are economically stratified and individuals’ opportunities,
mobility, lifestyle, and response to illness are heavily constrained by their economic position”

Kirmayer et al. (2008)
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BACK TO BASICS—DEFINITIONS
Sex

• A typically binary system (male/female) set by the mainstream medical system that is assigned to
people at birth based on physical traits such as genitalia, hormones, chromosomes and secondary
sex characteristics

Gender
• “[R]efers to ways in which cultures differentiate and define roles based on biological sex or
reproductive functions” (Kirmayer et al., 2008)

Gender Identity

• The gender that the person sees themselves as– woman, man, transgender/gender queer person,
a combination, or as none of these categories

Kirmayer et al. (2008)
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BACK TO BASICS—DEFINITIONS
Transgender

• An umbrella term for individuals whose gender identity is not accurately or adequately described by
the sex they were assigned at birth
• This term includes individuals who live in accordance with their gender identity even when this does not
match their assigned sex
• Can apply to a spectrum of gender identities and expressions

Cisgender/Cissexual
• An individual who is not transgender/transsexual. Someone who is gender/sex-conforming

Sexual Orientation
• An enduring emotional, romantic, sexual, spiritual, affectional, and/or relational attraction to other
person or persons
Kirmayer et al. (2008)
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BACK TO BASICS—DEFINITIONS
Disability
• A physical, mental, cognitive, or developmental condition that impairs/interferes with, or limits
a person’s ability to engage in certain tasks or actions or participate in activities of daily living
• Visible and invisible
• Ableism
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THOUGHT QUESTION?
Religion/Spirituality
“encompasses both the formal and
organizational dimension of belonging
to a religious tradition, including
adherence to prescribed beliefs, values,
practices, and participation in a
religious community, as well as one’s
personal spiritual and religious beliefs,
experiences, and sense of connection to
a transcendent reality, which has more
recently come to be defined as one’s
spirituality” (Gockel & Burton, 2013)

Are you addressing in
treatment? How are you
addressing in treatment?
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Religion has been identified as a
potential protective factor against
delinquency in juveniles:
• 49% of incarcerated youth said
they engaged in private prayer
once a day or more
• 22.9% read the Bible or other
religious literature once a day or
more
• 18.4% meditated once a day
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AND SO MUCH MORE…
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BIAS
23

BIAS
• Biases are pervasive

• Implicit vs. explicit bias

• Implicit Association Test (IAT):
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implic
it/takeatest.html
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MICROAGGRESSIONS

•Brief and commonplace daily verbal,
behavioral, and environmental indignities,
whether intentional or unintentional, that
communicate hostile, derogatory, or
negative racial slights and insults that
potentially have harmful or unpleasant
psychological impact on the target person
or group (Sue et al., 2007)
•Most of the early research on
microaggressions focus on experiences of
people of color (more on that in a few…)
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MICROAGGRESSIONS
Microassaults—explicit behaviors intending to hurt a person of color, such as
name calling, avoidance, and discrimination
• Example: Referring to someone as “colored”
Microinsults—communications conveying a hidden insult demeaning a person’s
heritage
• Example: Asking a person of color, “How did you get this job?” Telling a person of color, “You speak
so well.”
Microinvalidations—denial, exclusion, and invisibility of a person of color’s
thoughts, feelings, and experiences as they relate to his or her ethnic heritage
• Example: Telling a person of color, “I don’t see color”

Hernández et al. (2010); Sue et
al. (2007)
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Derald Wing Sue—Microaggression: More than
Just Race

MICROAGGRESSIONS

While microaggressions are generally discussed
in context of race and racism, any marginalized
group in society (people of color, women,
LGBTQ+ persons, differently abled, religious
minorities, SES) can become targets
For example, gender microaggressions
 Assertive female labeled as a “bitch” or “bossy” while
her male counterpart is described as ”a forceful leader”
 Female physician wearing a stethoscope is mistaken for
a nurse OR negative perceptions of male nurses
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MICROAGGRESSIONS IN THERAPY

Constantine, 2007
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Theme

Microaggression

Assumption that sexual orientation is the cause of all presenting issues

When a client discusses academic issues, a therapist interjects, “What do you think this
issue has to do with your sexuality?”

Avoidance and minimizing of sexual orientation

Therapist avoids using LGBQ terminology.
When a client is accidently outed, a therapist responds, “Good, it’s about time.”

Attempts to overidentify with LGBQ clients

Therapist makes frequent references to distant family members who are LGBQ.

Making stereotypical assumptions LGBQ clients

Therapist tells an attractive lesbian woman, “You don’t look like a lesbian.”

Expressions of heteronormative bias

A LGBQ client notices that a therapist’s office only displays heterosexual books and
pamphlets.

Assumption that LGBQ individuals need psychotherapeutic treatment

Therapist encourages a client to stay in treatment against the client’s wishes.

Warnings about the dangers of identifying as LGBQ

Therapist asks client, “Are you sure you want to enter this lifestyle?”

Shelton & Delgado-Romero (2011): Sexual orientation microaggressions

MICROAGGRESSIONS IN THERAPY
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PERSON-CENTERED LANGUAGE
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PERSON-CENTERED LANGUAGE
• In our training, we commonly describe problems instead of people
• Shifting to person-centered language helps remove stigma and
prejudice from our clinical jargon
• Use bias-free language (APA, 2020; pg. 132-149)
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PERSON-CENTERED
LANGUAGE
• We commonly describe
problems instead of
people, which is
dehumanizing
• Shifting to person-centered
language helps remove
stigma and prejudice from
our clinical jargon

COMMONLY USED

PERSON-CENTERED LANAGUAGE

Mentally ill people

People with mental health
experiences/conditions

Schizophrenic/Bipolar/Borderline

A person living with
Schizophrenia/Bipolar Disorder/BPD

Mental retardation

Intellectual disability
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“By embracing inclusive language and
encouraging others to do the same, we
firmly believe that we will not only
communicate effectively with more
people, but also better adapt to a
diversifying society and globe.”
Maysa Akbar, PhD, ABPP
APA Chief Diversity Officer
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•Using terms like “offender” or “sex offender” implies
trait-like tendency to engage in criminal behavior

ARE LABELS
ACCURATE?

•Perpetuates myths about high recidivism risk in a onesize-fit-all manner
•Homogeneity exists
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YOUTH
These labels can have major
consequences for youth

Source: A Resource for Understanding Behavior & Using
Language in Juvenile Court
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Do you believe that treatment
works?

“None of us are defined by a
single attribute, no matter how
salient or sensational. Personfirst language helps move
beyond simplistic and often
inaccurate understandings of
people who have offended
sexually” (p. 480).
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RECENT SYSTEMIC CHANGES

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF SEXUAL ABUSERS (ATSA)

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TREATMENT & PREVENTION OF SEXUAL
ABUSE (ATSA)
41

RECENT SYSTEMIC CHANGES
AT-RISK YOUTH

AT-PROMISE YOUTH

In 2019, California governor Gavin Newsome signed a law
removing “at-risk youth” from California’s Education and Penal
Codes and replaced the term with ”at-promise youth”
42
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WHAT ARE OUR
OPTIONS?
•Persons with sexual offense histories
•Individual who has been adjudicated for…
•Child/adolescent with sexual behavior
problems
•Child/adolescent adjudicated for illegal
sexual behaviors
•Person with pedophilic interests
Each acknowledges the behavior, and we
can still hold a person accountable for that
behavior! Language change doesn’t
change the other amazing work we’re
doing.
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REPORT WRITING
• The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA,
2010; pg. 70-76) contains a discussion the use of biased language
• However, many of our reports lead with…
Andre Johnson, a 19-year-old married African American male, was
referred for a risk assessment…
• What kind of bias might this create?
• Is this necessary? Why or why not?
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REPORT WRITING
• When explaining behavior, have you
considered what the person experiences as
normative?
• Have you described people in a way that
does justice to their various identifications
without stereotyping behavior?
• Have you considered which aspects of the
person are marginalized or stigmatized by the
person, the person’s family, the person’s
community, and you?
45

TREATMENT
46
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
• What aspects of
traditional sex offense
treatment could involve
areas of bias?
• Which aspects lack
culturally competent
practice?
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Authors note that while we are more informed on what works
for juvenile who engage in general offending, as well as
those who engage in sexual offending, we are not as clear on
what treatment approaches are most effective for African
American adolescents who have committed sexual harm
48
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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CULTURAL HUMILITY
• Cultural awareness and competence to Cultural Humility
• Cultural humility is the ability to maintain an interpersonal stance
that is other-oriented (or open to the other) in relation to aspects
of cultural identity that are more important to the client (Owen,
2013)
• Culturally humble individuals:
• Have a more accurate view of the self and greater
awareness of their limitations
• They maintain a respectful, other-focused perspective
• Have an open and aware mindset
• Have a lifelong commitment to self-examination and the
redress of power imbalances in the client-therapist/examiner
dynamic
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CONCLUSION
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• Cultural competence is a life-long commitment and
process and can be seen as a form of critical
thinking

SUMMARY

• Awareness of similarities and differences that are
present in persons and groups and how those factors
contribute and influence the individual and the
assessment process
• Seeking opportunities to work with individuals and
groups from diverse backgrounds
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QUESTIONS?
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